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In this paper estimation of the probabilities of a multinomial distribution has
been studied. The five estimators considered are: unrestricted estimator (UE),
restricted estimator (RE) (under model M), preliminary test estimator (PTE) based
on a test of the model M, shrinkage estimator (SE) and the positive-rule shrinkage
estimator (PRSE). Asymptotic distributions of these estimators are given under
Pitman alternatives and the asymptotic risk under a quadratic loss has been
evaluated. The relative performance of the five estimators is then studied with
respect to their asymptotic distributional risks (ADR). It is seen that neither of the
preliminary test and shrinkage estimators dominates the other, though each fares
well relative to the other estimators. However, the positive rule estimator is
recommended for use for dimension 3 or more while the PTE is recommended for
dimension less than 3.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let X=(X1 , ..., Xt)$ have the multinomial distribution M(n, ?) where
?=(?1 , ..., ?t)$ is a point in the t-dimensional probability simplex
St={?, ?i0, :
t
i=1
?i=1= . (1.1)
In the typical categorical data problem ? is unknown and has to be
estimated. The maximum likelihood estimate of ? is the vector pn=n&1X
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under the multinomial distribution of X. This we will call the unrestricted
estimator (UE) of ?. It is well-known that as n  , the random vector
- n (pn&?) converges in distribution to multivariate normal distribution
with mean 0 and covariance matrix D?&??$ where D?=diag(?1 , ..., ?t).
Note that the vector of true cell probabilities ? and the vector of observed
cell probabilities pn are points in the simplex St(1 } 1). In the typical
categorical data analysis ? is assumed to be a function of a vector of
parameters, %=(%1 , ..., %s)$ where s<t, i.e. ?(%)=(?1(%), ..., ?t(%))$. Then
?(%) lies in some subspace M of St , where M stands for the model and is
characterized by the vector parameter % of dimension s. If the model is
correct then ? lies in M, otherwise it does not. In assessing the validity of
the model M, one may carry out a test in two-steps, namely, (i) estimate
% by % n using mle method, then (ii) compute the statistic Ln defined by
Ln=n(pn&?^n)$ D&1?^n (pn&?^n) (1.2)
where ?^n=?(% n) is the estimated cell-probability vector under the model M.
This estimate of ? will be called the restricted estimator (RE) of ? under the
model M. The Ln-test for the validity of M will be designated as the
preliminary test (PT). That the statistic Ln defined by (1.2) follows a
central chi-square distribution with t&s&1 degrees of freedom (DF)
follows by Theorem 14.9-4 of Bishop, Fienberg and Holland (1975) (hence-
forth referred to as BFH) under the regularity conditions stated there. In
many situations, one is not sure of the model M, but extraneous sources
point towards its use then, how to estimate ?. A simple compromise is to
consider the preliminary test estimator (PTE) defined by the expression
?^PTn =?^nI(Ln</
2
m, :)+pnI(Ln/
2
m, :) (1.3)
where I(A) is the indicator function of the set A and /2m, : is the upper
100:0 critical value of a central chi-square distribution with m
(=t&s&1) DF. This means, if the model is rejected at :-level of
significance then the estimate of ? is pn otherwise ?^n . We shall study the
asymptotic properties of the PTE in the sequel. On the subject of PTE, a
general asymptotic theory with regression model has been dealt with by
Saleh and Sen (1984, 1985).
Note that the PTE depends on the size of the test of significance yielding
extreme estimators, namely, UE or RE of ?. To overcome this difficulty, we
propose two Stein-type estimators
?^Sn =?^n+[1&(m&2) L
&1
n ](pn&?^n) (1.4)
and
?^S+n =?^n+[1&(m&2) L
&1
n ]
+ (pn&?^n), (1.5)
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respectively, where a+=max(0, a). The first one will be called the
shrinkage estimator (SE) and the second one will be called the positive-rule
shrinkage estimator (PRSE). Looking at PRSE we see that as Ln  ,
?^S+n  pn while as Ln  m&2, ?^
S+
n  ?^n . On the other hand, ?^
S
n  pn as
Ln   but as Ln  0, ?^Sn gives inadmissible values. Thus, numerically,
?^S+n is better than ?^
S
n . Looking at ?^
PT
n we find as Ln  , ?^
PT
n  pn while
as Ln  0, ?^PTn  ?^n . Note that ?^
S
n and ?^
S+
n are smoother versions of ?^
PT
n .
The object of this paper is to study the asymptotic properties of these five
estimators under a quadratic loss function. On the development of various
chi-squared tests for categorical data, readers are referred to Geinberg
(1979), BFH (1975), Good (1965), Mitra (1958), Albert and Gupta (1982,
1983a,b), and Gupta, Saleh and Sen (1989), among others.
In Section 2, we provide the notion of asymptotic distributional risk
(ADR) and in the light of this concept, asymptotic distributional results are
provided. In Section 3, we present the expressions for the asymptotic bias
and risks of the estimators and Section 4 contains the risk analysis of
various estimators.
2. ASYMPTOTIC DISTRIBUTION OF THE ESTIMATORS
AND ADR
In this section, we establish the asymptotic distributions of - n (?^n&?),
- n (pn&?), - n (?^PTn &?), - n (?^Sn &?), and - n (?^S+n &?) under suitable
conditions and discuss the ADR criterion of estimation to determine the
dominance picture of each.
First, we note that if the cell-probabilities depart from the model
probabilities, by virtue of the consistency of Ln-test, Ln   in probability
as n  , so that ?^PTn , ?^
S
n , and ?^
S+
n will be asymptotically equivalent to
pn . To avoid this limiting degeneracy and to have meaningful interpretations,
we shall confine ourselves to local alternatives where the probability
structure is close to the model (M) structure. Specifically, as in Mitra
(1958) we consider a sequence of alternatives defined by [K(n)] as
K(n) : ?(n)=?(%)+n&12C, C=(c1 , ..., ct)$ (2.1)
where 1$C=0 and the vector elements are not equal. For a suitable
estimator ?^*n of ?, we denote the limiting c.d.f. of - n (?^*n&?^(n)) by
G*(x)= lim
n  
P[- n (?^*n&?^(n))x] (2.2)
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where we assume the limit exists and is not a degenerate one. Then, for a
given positive definite matrix W we define the ADR of ?^*n as
R(?^*n : W)=tr(WV*)=tr W _| } } } | xx$ dG*(x)& (2.3)
where the loss function involved is quadratic
L(?^n*: ?)=(?^n*&?^)$ W(?^n*&?^). (2.4)
In accordance with ADR criterion, we say that the estimator ? n is
asymptotically inadmissible if there exists some ?^*n such that
R(? n : W)R(?^*n : W), \(?(%), C) (2.5)
with strict inequality for some (?(%), C). Our main interest lies in the study
of ADR for various estimators of ? considered in Section 3 and in the light
of the ADR criterion (2.3) comment on their asymptotic admissibility as
well. To do that we first present some related asymptotic distributional
results omitting details as they may be routinely obtained using Mitra
(1958) and BHF (1975).
Theorem 2.1 Under [K(n)] and the assumed regularity conditions (see
BFM (1975) and Mitra (1958)), as n  
(1) X(n)=- n D&12?(%) (pn&?(%))tNt($, J),
$=D&12?(%) C, J=I&- ? (%) - ? (%)$ (2.6)
where - ?(%)=(- ?1(%), ..., - ?t(%))$.
(2) Y(n)=- n D&12?(%) (pn&?^n)tNt(J*$, A) (2.7)
where J*=I&B(B$&B)&1 B$, A=J&K and K=B(B$B)&1 B$, Bt_s=
D&12?(%) (?(%)%)%=% n ,
(3) Z(n)=- n D&12?(%) (?^n&?(%))tNt(K$, K), (2.8)
(4a) (X(n) , Y(n))tN2t {($, J*$), \JA
A
A+= , (2.9)
(4b) (Z(n) , Y(n))tN2t {(K$, J*$), \K0
0
A+= , (2.10)
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and
(5) Ln has asymptotically a non-central chi-square distribution with
t&s&1 degrees of freedom and non-centrality parameter
2=$$J*$. (2.11)
[See Theorem 14.9-4 of BFH (1975) with required modifications.]
Note that ?^PTn may be rewritten as
- n D&12?(%) (?^PTn &?(%))=- n D&12?(%) (?^n&?(%)) I(Ln</2m, :)
+- n D&12?(%) (pn&?(%)) I(Ln/2m, :) (2.12)
with m=t&s&1. Then, from Theorem 2.1 we obtain the following result.
Theorem 2.2. Under [K(n)] and the assumed regularity conditions (see
Mitra (1958) and Fienberg (1979)), the asymptotic c.d.f of - n D&12?(%) (?^PTn &
?(%)) is given by
Gt(x)= lim
n  
P[- n D&12?(%) (?^PTn &?(%))x | K(n)]
=8t(x&K$, 0, K) Hm(/2m, : ; 2)
+|
E($)
8t(x&$+z, 0, K) d8t(z, 0, A), (2.13)
where
E($)=[z: (z+J*$)$ (z+J*$)/2m, :], (2.14)
8t(x, +, 7) stands for the t-dimensional normal c.d.f. with mean + and
dispersion matrix 7, Hm(/2m, : ; 2) is the c.d.f. of a noncentral chi-square
random variable with m DF and noncentrality parameter 2, and : is the level
of significance. The corresponding p.d.f. is given by
gt(x)=,t(x&K$, 0, K) Hm(/2m, : ; 2)
+|
E($)
,t(x&$+z, 0, K) d8t(z, 0, A) (2.15)
when ,t(x, +, 7) stands for the p.d.f. corresponding to the c.d.f. 8t(x, +, 7).
Further, under K(n) , the asymptotic representation of - n D&12?(%) (?^Sn &?(%)) is
given by
- n D&12?(%) (?^Sn &?(%))r(U+$)&(m&2)(Z+J*$)
_[(Z+J*$)$ (Z+J*$)]&1, (2.16)
where UtNt(0, J) and ZtNt(0, A), respectively.
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Similarly, we have the following representation:
- n D&12?(%) (?^S+n &?(%))
r(U+$)&(m&2)(Z+J*$)[(Z+J*$)$ (Z+J*$)]&1
&[Z+J*$][1&(m&2)[(Z+J*$)$ (Z+J*$)]&1]
_I[(Z+J*$)$ (Z+J*$)<m&2]. (2.17)
From the above theorems, we can now compute the bias, and the ADR’s
of all the five estimators.
3. BIAS AND ADRS OF VARIOUS ESTIMATORS
In this section, we provide the expressions for the bias and ADR’s of the
five estimators we discussed in the introduction. First consider the bias
expressions.
From the above theorems we may now compute bias, and ADR of each
of the estimators under [K(n)] as n  . These are given as follows:
The bias expressions are
!1($)= lim
n  
E - n D&12?(%) (pn&?(n))=0 (3.1)
!2($)= lim
n  
E - n D&12?(%) (?^n&?(n))=&J*$ (3.2)
!3($)= lim
n  
E - n D&12?(%) (?^PTn &?(n))=J*$Hm(/2m, : ; 2) (3.3)
/4($)= lim
n  
E - n D&12?(%) (?^Sn &?(n))=&(m&2) J*$E (/&2m+2(2)). (3.4)
and
/5($)=&(m&2) J*$E (/&2m+2(2))&J*$Hm+2(m&2; 2)
&(m&2)(J*$E[/&2m+2(2) I(/
2
m+2(2)<m&2)]). (3.5)
The asymptotic risk function of the estimators can be written as
R(pn : W)=tr(WJ), (3.6)
R(?^n : W)=tr(WK)+$$J*WJ*$, (3.7)
R(?^PTn : W)=tr(WJ)[1&Hm+2(/
2
m, : ; 2)]+tr(WK) Hm+2(/
2
m, : ; 2)
+($$J*WJ*$)[2Hm+2(/2m, : ; 2)&Hm+4(/
2
m, : ;2)] (3.8)
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R(?^Sn ; W)=tr(WJ)&(m&2) tr(WA) {(m&2) E (/&4m+2(2))
+_1&(m+2) $$J*WJ*$2$$J*$ tr(WA) & 22E (/&4m+4(2))= , (3.9)
and
R(?^S+n ; W)=R(?^
S
n : W)&E[I(/
2
m+2(2)<m&2)[1&(m&2) /
&2
m+2(2)]
2]
&2($J*$WJ*$) E[I(/2m+2(2)<m&2)
_[(m&2) /&2m+2(2)&1]]. (3.10)
4. ADR ANALYSIS FOR VARIOUS ESTIMATORS
To study the relative performance of the estimators we study their risks
derived in the last section. It is easily seen that
R(?^n ; W)R(pn , W)u 1
(4.1)
according as $$J*WJ*$u tr(WA).
Also
R(?^PTn ; W)R(pn ; W)u 1
according as $$J*WJ*$[2Hm+2(/2m, : ; 2)&Hm+4(/
2
m, :(2))] (4.2)
u Hm+2(/2m, : ; 2) tr(WA),
and
R(?^PTn ; W)R(?^n ; W)u 1
according as $$J*WJ$[1&Hm+2(/2m, : ; 2)+Hm+4(/
2
m, : ; 2)] (4.3)
u(1&Hm+2(/2m, : ; 2)) tr(WA).
Finally, note that J, J* and A are idempotent matrices where the rank of
A is m and rank of J* is greater than m. Thus, by the Courant theorem,
$$J*WJ*$
$$J*$
=
$$J*WJ*$
$$J*J*$
chmax(W) for all $
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(where chmax(W) stands for the largest characteristic root of W).
Consequently, we characterize a class W by
W={W p.s.d.: tr(WA)chmax(W)m+22 = . (4.4)
Then, from (3.6), (3.9), and (4.4) we obtain
R(?^Sn ; W)R(pn ; W)1, \$ and W # W, (4.5)
and
R(?S+n ; W)R(?
S
n : W)1, \$ and W # W. (4.6)
Note the typical choice of W in the loss-function is given by (4.4) for the
dominance of ?^Sn over pn for all m3. If in particular W=It or J then
chmax(W)=1 and rank of ItA is m and rank of JAm&1. In these cases
W belongs to W when m3. For an arbitrary choice of W, the inequality
in (4.4) may not hold simultaneously for all A (i.e. K), and in such a case,
to induce the dominance of ?^Sn over pn , one may proceed to introduce a
modified Stein-estimator, ?^MSn , given by
?^MSn =?^n+[It&cdn L
&1
n W
&1D&1?^n ] (pn&?^n) (4.7)
where c is the shrinkage constant and dn=chmin(W&1D&1?^n ). The modified
Stein-estimator is similar to the normal theory case treated by Berger et al.
(1977) and the nonparametric case discussed by Sen and Saleh (1985). The
detailed discussion of shrinkage MLE in general form dealt with by Sen
(1986) with arbitrary W pertains very much to categorical data as well and
hence is not pursued here. In the sequel, we assume W belongs to W
defined by (4.4).
Since tr(WA)>0, (4.1) entails that only for $ close to 0, ?^n will have
smaller risk than pn , i.e. under the null hypothesis H0 , ?^n performs better
than pn . This has been remarked in the book BFH (1975). However, when
$ deviates from the origin, the risk of ?^n grows and becomes unbounded
while the risk of pn remains constant. Hence departure from the null
hypotheses is fatal to ?^n but is advantageous for pn . Similarly note that
Hm+2(/2m, : ; 2)<Hm(/
2
m, : ; 2)Hm(/
2
m, : ; 0)=1&: (4.8)
for m3, 0<:<1 and 2>0, and the first two terms in (4.8) converge to
0 as 2   (i.e. as $ moves away from 0). Also it is easily seen that
Hm+2(/2m, : ; 2)>Hm+4(/
2
m, : ; 2) (4.9)
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for m3, 0<:<1 and 2>0. Consequently from (4.2) it is concluded that
the ADR of PTE ?^PTn is smaller than the ADR of pn in the neighborhood
of $=0. As $ moves away from 0 the opposite conclusion holds. To study
(4.3) we write
1&2Hm+2(/2m, : ; 2)+Hm+4(/
2
m, : ; 2)
=2(1&Hm+2(/2m, : ; 2))
=(1&Hm+4(/2m, : ; 2)). (4.10)
Hence in this case it is concluded that as $ moves away from 0, the ADR
of ?^PTn becomes smaller than the ADR of ?^n , while the opposite conclusion
holds when $ is close to 0. Thus none of the three estimators pn , ?^n and
?^PTn is asymptotically inadmissible with respect to the other two.
The picture is somewhat different with respect to the shrinkage estimator
?^Sn . First it is noted from (4.5) that the ADR of ?^
S
n is uniformly smaller
than the ADR of pn , where the upper limit is attained when 2  . This
shows the asymptotic inadmissibility of pn (under K(n)) relative to ?^Sn . To
compare ?^n and ?^Sn , we write
R(?^Sn ; W)=R(?^n ; W)+tr(WA)&$$J*WJ*$$
&(m&2)[tr(WA)[2E (/&2m+2(2))&(m&2) E (/
&4
m+2(2))]
+$$J*WJ*$[2E (/&2m+4(2))&(m&2) E (/
&4
m+4(2))]]. (4.11)
Under the null hypothesis ($=0), (4.11) reduces to
R(?^Sn ; W)=tr(WK)+
2
m
tr(WA)
=R(?^n ; W)+
2
m
tr(WA)
>R(?^n ; W). (4.12)
Hence the asymptotic risk of ?^Sn is greater than that of ?^n for $ near 0.
However, as $ moves away from 0, $$J*WJ*$ increases while E (/&1m+2(2)),
E (/&1m+2(2)), E (/
&4
m+2(2)), and E (/
&4
m+4(2)) all decrease, so that the
opposite inequality holds in (4.12). Thus ?^Sn does not dominate ?^n in the
neighborhood of $=0, however it does so outside a small neighborhood of
0. Hence ?^Sn nor ?^n is asymptotically admissible (under K(n)) with respect
to each other. However, by virtue of (4.3) and (4.5) we recommend the use
of ?^Sn over ?^n .
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Now let us compare ?^Sn and ?^
PTn . Consider the case when $=0. In this
case
R(?^Sn ; W)=R(?^
PT
n ; W)+Hm+2(/
2
m+2; 0) tr(WA)&\m&22 + tr(WA)
>R(?^PTn ; W), \:, m3, (4.13)
provided Hm+2(/2m+2; 0)<(m&2)m. Thus, the PTE ?^
PT
n has smaller
ADR than the ADR of ?^Sn at $=0. Thus ?^
S
n does not dominate when the
null hypothesis is true. As a matter of fact we can order the estimators in
terms of their dominance under the null hypothesis as
?^n>?^PTn >?^
S+
n >?^
S
n >pn . (4.14)
The picture changes as $ moves away from the origin (i.e. the null
hypothesis). First note that pn has a constant risk equal to tr(WJ) while the
risk of ?^n depends on $, consequently, its risk becomes unbounded as $
moves furthest away from 0. As for the risk of ?^PTn , we note that as $ moves
away from 0 i.e. 2  , H m+l(/
2
m, : ; 2), l=2, 4 and $$J*WJ*$H m+l
_(/2m, : ; 2) approach 0 and the risk of ?^
PT
n approaches tr(WJ) the risk of
pn . Also, as $ moves away from 0, the risk function of ?^PTn increases
monotonically to a maximum crossing the risk function of ?^n , then mono-
tonically decreases to the value tr(WJ). Hence, the risk function of ?^PTn
never blows up. Further, from (4.13), we note that when $=0 the risk
R(?^Sn ; W) is greater than R(?^
PT
n ; W) whenever
2hm+2(/2m, : ; 0)
2
m
+:, (4.15)
where hm+2( } ; 0) is the p.d.f. of a chi-square distribution with (m+2) D.F.
and : is the level of significance of the test of the null hypothesis. Thus,
(4.15) specifies a range of values for : for given m3, for which the PTE
?^PTn dominates ?^
S
n . Clearly, ?^
PT
n dominates ?^
S
n for all : # (0, 1) whenever $
is near the origin. As $ moves away from the origin, ?^Sn begins to dominate
outside a region about 0. Thus, none of ?^PTn and ?^
S
n dominates the other
asymptotically (under K(n)). Actually, ?^PTn and ?^
S
n share a common
property that as 2   their ADR’s converge to tr(WJ) the risk of pn . But,
the risk function of ?^Sn is always below this limit, while the risk function of
?^PTn exceeds this limit for some intermediate values of 2 depending on :,
the level of significance of the test.
Thus, from the point of robust-efficiency, both ?^PTn and ?^
S
n may be
advocated, leaning more towards ?^Sn since the size of 2 is generally
unknown and unlikely to be small. Therefore based on this analysis,
positive rule estimator ?^S+n , is recommended for dimension less than three.
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